Abstract

The Application-Layer Traffic Optimization (ALTO) Service has defined network and cost maps to provide basic network information, where the cost maps allow only scalar (numerical or ordinal) cost mode values. This document introduces a new cost mode called path-vector to allow ALTO clients to better distinguish cost information. This document starts with a non-normative use case called multi-flow scheduling to illustrate that ALTO cost maps without path vectors cannot provide sufficient information. This document then defines path-vector as a new cost mode.

Requirements Language

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].

Status of This Memo

This Internet-Draft is submitted in full conformance with the provisions of BCP 78 and BCP 79.

Internet-Drafts are working documents of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). Note that other groups may also distribute working documents as Internet-Drafts. The list of current Internet-Drafts is at http://datatracker.ietf.org/drafts/current/.

Internet-Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of six months and may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by other documents at any time. It is inappropriate to use Internet-Drafts as reference material or to cite them other than as "work in progress."
1. Introduction

The ALTO base protocol [RFC7285] is designed for a setting of exposing network topology using the extreme "my-Internet-view" representation, which abstracts a whole network as a single node that has a set of access ports, with each port connects to a set of endhosts. The base protocol refers to each access port as a PID. This "single-node" abstraction is simple and can support a wide range of applications already.

A problem of this abstraction, however, is that it does not provide sufficient information for use cases (e.g., multi-flow scheduling; see Section 3) that require exposure of topology information beyond the single-node abstraction, to detect sharing of the resources in the underlying topology.
This document goes beyond the single-node topology by introducing path vector as a new ALTO cost mode, where each path vector specifies abstracted network elements on the routing path from a set of source endhosts to a set of destination endhosts. Since the network elements on a path vector are abstract network elements defined by ALTO servers, the new path-vector cost mode provides a mechanism to allow a network to control the level of topology exposure, and at the same time better support application traffic optimization. The design of path vector is based on the ALTO WG discussions at IETF 89, with summary slides at http://tools.ietf.org/agenda/89/slides/slides-89-alto-2.pdf.

The organization of this document is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a non-normative use case called multi-flow scheduling to illustrate the need to introduce path vectors. Section 3 formally specifies the path vector cost mode. Section 4 gives the Sections 4 and 5 discuss security and IANA considerations.

2. The Multi-flow Scheduling Use Case

ALTO uses a simple single-node network abstraction. Specifically, each network map in ALTO defines an abstract, single node network. Endhosts are partitioned to a set of access ports, with each access port called a PID. For a given network map, a cost map of a given cost metric provides a scalar (numerical or ranking) cost value for each pair of source and destination PIDs.

Although simple, the single-node, simple scalar cost maps may not convey enough information to the applications about pair-wise connection properties between one PID and another PID. See [I-D.bernstein-alto-topo] for a survey of use-cases where extended network topology information is needed.

This document uses a simple use case to illustrate the issue. Consider a network as shown in Figure 1. The network has 7 switches (sw1 to sw7) forming a dumb-bell topology. Switches sw1/sw3 provide access on one side, s2/s4 provide access on the other side, and sw5-sw7 form the backbone. Endhosts eh1 to eh4 are connected to access switches sw1 to sw4 respectively. Assume that the bandwidth of each link is 100 Mbps. Assume that the network is abstracted with 4 PIDs, with each representing the hosts at one access switch.
Consider an application overlay (e.g., a large data analysis system) which needs to schedule the traffic among a set of endhost source-destination pairs, say eh1 -> eh2, and eh3 -> eh4. The application can request a cost map providing end-to-end available bandwidth, using ‘available bw’ as cost-metric and ‘numerical’ as cost-mode, where the ‘available bw’ between two PIDs represents available bandwidth for PIDi -> PIDj, if no other applications use shared resources.

Assume that the application receives from the cost map that both PID1 -> PID2 and PID3 -> PID4 have bandwidth 100 Mbps. It cannot determine that if it schedules the two flows together, whether it will obtain a total of 100 Mbps or 200 Mbps. This depends on whether
the routing of the two flows shares a bottleneck in the underlying topology:

- Case 1: If PID1 -> PID2 and PID3 -> PID4 use different paths, for example, when the first uses sw1 -> sw5 -> sw7 -> sw2, and the second uses sw3 -> sw5 -> sw6 -> sw7 -> sw4. Then the application will obtain 200 Mbps.

- Case 2: If PID1 -> PID2 and PID3 -> PID4 share the bottleneck, for example, when both use the direct link sw5 -> sw7, then the application will obtain only 100 Mbps.

To allow applications to distinguish the two aforementioned cases, the network needs to provide more details. This document introduces path vector to resolve the issue.

3. Path-Vector as a new Cost Mode

An extension supporting the path-vector cost-mode MUST support the following extension of Section 11.2.3.6 of [RFC7285]:

```json
object {
    cost-map.DstCosts.JSONValue -> JSONString<0,*>;  
    meta.cost-mode = "path-vector";
} InfoResourcePVCostMap : InfoResourceCostMap;
```

Specifically, the preceding specifies that InfoResourcePVCostMap extends InfoResourceCostMap. The body specifies that the first extension is achieved by changing the type of JSONValue defined in DstCosts of cost-map to be an array of JSONString; the second extension is that the cost-mode of meta MUST be "path-vector".

An example cost map using path-vector is the following:

```
GET /costmap/pv HTTP/1.1
Host: alto.example.com
Accept: application/alto-costmap+json,application/alto-error+json
```
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Length: TDB
Content-Type: application/alto-costmap+json

{
  "meta": {
    "dependent-vtags": [
      { "resource-id": "my-default-network-map",
        "tag": "3ee2cb7e8d63d9fab71b9b34cbf764436315542e"
      },
      { "resource-id": "my-topology-map", // See below
        "tag": "4xe2cb7e8d63d9fab71b9b34cbf76443631554de"
      }
    ],
    "cost-type": { // removed: "cost-metric": "routingcost",
      "cost-mode" : "path-vector"
    }
  },

  "cost-map": {
    "PID1": { "PID1":[],
      "PID2":["ne56", "ne67"],
      "PID3":[],
      "PID4":["ne57"]
    },
    "PID2": { "PID1":["ne75"],
      "PID2":[],
      "PID3":["ne75"],
      "PID4":[]
    },
    "PID3": { "PID1":[],
      "PID2":["ne57"],
      "PID3":[],
      "PID4":["ne57"]
    },
    "PID4": { "PID1":["ne75"],
      "PID2":[],
      "PID3":["ne75"],
      "PID4":[]
    }
  }
}

To interpret the path vectors in a cost map that provides path vectors, an ALTO client will need access to the properties of the abstract network elements named in the path vectors. Such properties should be provided from a network element property service (e.g., the unified properties draft). Hence, the "dependent-tags" of a cost map
supporting path vectors MUST include two dependent resources: one for a network map, which defines the grouping of endhosts, and the other for an element property service. The network element property service (map) MUST provide a key-value service, where the key is a JSON string, and the value is the a map by itself, which has the property/metric name as key. This document does not define the property service. The appendix gives one definition, but it can be a different one.

4. Security Considerations

This document has not conducted its security analysis.

5. IANA Considerations

This document requires the definition of a new cost-mode named path-vector.
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Appendix A. Network Element Properties Map

A missing piece to complete the path-vector design to resolve the ambiguity in the use case is how to provide information on the elements of the path vectors. A minimal approach is to introduce network element properties (NEP) maps, where each NEP map provides a mapping from a network element to its properties such as bandwidth or shared risk link group (srlg).

A schema of an NEP map is:

```json
object-map {
  JSONString -> NetworkElementProperties; // name to properties
} NetworkElementMapData;

object-map {
  JSONString bw;
  JSONString srlg<0,*>;
  [JSONString type;] // should be from an enumeration only
} NetworkElementProperties;
```

An example network element property map:

```
GET /nepmap HTTP/1.1
Host: alto.example.com
Accept: application/alto-nepmap+json,application/alto-error+json
```
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Length: TBD
Content-Type: application/alto-nepmap+json

{
    "meta": {
        "vtag": {
            "resource-id": "my-topology-map",
            "tag": "da65eca2eb7a10ce8b059740b0b2e3f8eb1d4785"
        }
    },
    "nep-map": {
        "ne57": {"bw": 100, "srlg": [1, 3]}, // link sw5->sw7
        "ne75": {"bw": 100, "srlg": [1, 3]}, // link sw7->sw5
        "ne56": {"bw": 100, "srlg": [1]}, // link sw5->sw6
        "ne65": {"bw": 100, "srlg": [1]}, // link sw6->sw5
        "ne67": {"bw": 100, "srlg": [3]}, // link sw6->sw7
        "ne76": {"bw": 100, "srlg": [3]} // link sw7->sw6
    }
}
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